MAE 545: Lecture 12 (4/4)

Spirals and phyllotaxis

Spirals in nature
shells

beaks

claws

horns

teeth

tusks

What simple mechanism could produce spirals?
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Equiangular (logarithmic) spiral
in polar coordinates radius
grows exponentially
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name logarithmic spiral:
ln r
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↵
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Ratio between growth
velocities in the radial and
azimuthal directions
velocities is constant!
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Equiangular (logarithmic) spiral
↵ = 85

↵ = 82

↵
↵ = 75

↵ = 80

↵

↵
↵ = 60

↵ = 45
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r(✓) = a✓ = exp(✓ cot ↵)
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Growth of spiral structures
vout t

newly added
material

Lout
W + vw t

W

old structure

vin t

Lin

New material is added at a constant ratio of growth
velocities, which produces spiral structure with side
lengths and the width in the same proportions.
vout : vin : vW = Lout : Lin : W

Note: growth with constant width (vW=0) produces helices
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Growth of spiral structures
Assume the following spiral profiles
of the outer and inner layers:

rin (✓) = e✓ cot ↵

<1

e2⇡ cot ↵ < 1
= 0.5, ↵ = 86

= 0.5, ↵ = 75

e2⇡ cot ↵ > 1

rout (✓) = e✓ cot ↵
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In some
shells the
inner layer
does not
grow at all

3D spirals

3D spiral of ram’s horns
is due to the triangular
cross-section of the
v
a
horn, where each side
grows with a different
velocity.

vb
vc
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Shells of mollusks are
often conical

Phyllotaxis
Phyllotaxis is classification of leaves on a plant stem
Veronicastrum
maize
Coleus sp.
sunflower
virginicum

distichous
pattern
leaves alternating
every 1800

decussate
pattern
pairs of
leaves at 900

whorled
pattern

alternate
(spiral)
pattern

3 or more leaves
originating from the
successive
same node (1800) leaves at 137.50
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http://www.sciteneg.com/PhiTaxis/PHYLLOTAXIS.htm

Spiral phyllotaxis
florets
(petals)
schematic description

floral
primordia

of leaves arrangement

↵

time

↵ ⇡ 137.5

leaves
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leaves grow from the
apical meristem, which
also gives rise to
petals, sepals, etc.

Parastichy numbers

21 left-handed
spirals

34 right-handed
spirals

Parastichy numbers (21,34)
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Parastichy numbers
spiral
phyllotaxis

multijugate
phyllotaxis

succulent plant (3,5)

Gymnocalycium (10,16)=2(5,8)

(e.g. 2 new leaves are
added at the same time)
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Parastichy numbers
aonium (2,3)

pine cone (8,13)

succulent plant (3,5)

sunflower (21,34)

aloe (5,8)

artichoke (34,55)

Parastichy numbers very often correspond
to successive Fibonacci numbers!
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Fibonacci numbers
F1 = 1
F2 = 1
Fn = Fn

1

+ Fn

2

p

1+ 5
Golden ratio ' =
2
1
Fn = p ['n (1 ')n ]
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Sequence of Fibonacci numbers
1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, …

Golden angle
↵

divide perimeter
in golden ratio

a+b
a
=
a
b

a
='
b

b
360
↵ = 360
= 2 ⇡ 137.5
(a + b)
'
In spiral phyllotaxis successive leaves
grow at approximately Golden angle!
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Non-Fibonacci parastichy numbers
Statistics for pine trees in Norway
95% Fibonacci numbers
4% Lucas numbers
1% not properly formed

Lucas numbers
L1 = 1
L2 = 3
Ln = Ln

1

+ Ln

2

Sequence of Lucas numbers
1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 18, 29, 47, 76
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with a force proportional

to d

(where d is their disance). These dipoles are advected by a radial gradient
of the magnetic field (from 2.4&&10 A/m at the center to
2.48X10 A/m at the border of the dish), their velocity
Norway
spruce
V(r) being
limited by
the viscous friction of the oil. In
order to model the apex, the dish has a small truncated
cone at its center, so that the drop introduced at its tip
can be tuned by changing
quickly falls to its periphery.
either the periodicity T or the gradient of H (controlling

breaking bifurcation which s
direction of winding of the gen
regime is reached later with a
[in Fig. 3(b) 8=150° and two
are observed]. For smaller T,
sensitive to the repulsion of
drops, and the divergence
Fig. 3(c), 8=139° and th
are i=5, j=8. The spiral m
non-biological system is strik
usual organization observed

Spiral phyllotaxis

New primordia start growing at the site
where plant hormone auxin is depleted.
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(a)

Auxin hormones are released by growing 3.3. DISCUS
primordia. New primordium wants toThebe
as far
observed
patterns, in f
on T, but also on R the rad
apart as possible from the existing ofprimordia.
which the angular position

meristem

c

new primordial

and on the advection velocit
magnetic field gradient). The
is in fact adimensional and de
is the ratio of the two typic
system, one corresponding to
of the elements during one
defining the size of the central
is directly related to the plast
was introduced by Richard
showed that the apical growth
by the ratio a=rn⌧1 /rn of
successive primordia to the ce
measured on transverse se
relation between a and G is sim
near the apical region is expon
V(Ro )=Vo , the distance of
centre at time t is: r=Ro exp(
V=Vo exp(Vo t/Ro ). The resu
is a=rn⌧1 /rn=exp(Vo T/Ro ) a
simply: G=Ln(a). This par
previously in botanical cases b
and by Rutishauser (1982).
PRLThe
68,
2098 (1992)
only precise way of me

Mechanical analog with magnetic repelling particles
(b)

H

R,

!

Parastichy
numbers (5,8)

I

magnetic field drives particles
in plants.
(b) Sketch of
FIG. 3.
away
from
the
center
experimental apparatus.

FIG. l. (a) Sketch of the growth

he

particles repel via magnetic dipol

Physical Society

Three photographs (seen from above) of typical
phyllotactic patterns formed by the ferrofluid drops for di}erent
values of the control parameter G. The drops are visible as dark
interactions
dots. The tube15
for the ferrofluid supply partially hides the central
truncated cone. The drops are numbered in their order of

S. Douady and Y. Couder,

Energy minimization between repelling particles

L. S. LEVITOV: ENERGETIC APPROACH TO PHYLLOTAXIS

Local energy minima for repelling particles

1
1
1
2

Fibonacci numbers
2
3

Lucas numbers

3
5

3
4
4
7

radial spacing between particles

↵

↵

As the plant is growing
it is gradually reducing the time
delay between formation of new
1 5 4 3 5 2 1 5 a z l t 352s
1
2
9 7 5 0 3107 4 9 5 6 709
primordia. The spiral patterns
then go sequentially through all
↵ as a functio
Fig.
1. - Trajectories represent positions of minima of the energy
(2.2)
1
the Fibonacci parastichies.

divide the plane (x,y) into triangles (2.4). Since the pattern is symmetric
2⇡under x + Occasional
excursions
we show
it only forto
0.5the
< x < 1. golden
Inset: quasi-bifurcation
in a triangle [mln,p / q , (m +
angle

neighbor local minima produce
Lucas parastichy numbers.
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L. Levitov, PRL 66, 224 (1991)
L. Levitov, EPL 14, 533 (1991)

Further reading
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